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Abstract
Introduction of new sensor packages for marine autonomous ap-
plications is invariably a learning process for both the developer 
and the user. As the field of marine autonomy continues to ac-
celerate into new technical realms, sensor manufacturers need 
to ensure that products are fit for contemporary and future ap-
plications. Technical capability is only part of the solution. The 
proliferation of advanced autonomous control and navigation is 
accompanied by a drive to provide such capabilities across a wider 
range of price and payload brackets – in other words, democratis-
ing autonomous control and navigation in addition to advancing 
it. In order to balance technical capability with commercial needs, 
Nortek have combined acoustic and inertial sensor capabilities in 
a compact navigation package designed exclusively to extend the 
capabilities of smaller vehicles.

Following two years of internal development and external collab-
orative testing, Nortek present use cases that demonstrate tech-
nical improvements resulting from an iterative process of user 
informed development. This presentation will focus on case stud-
ies covering multiple vehicle domains, and addresses the specific 
technical requirements associated with various vehicle applica-
tions. Use cases include: Fully autonomous navigation and com-
bined oceanographic data collection from Micro-AUVs. Intelligent 
control and pilot aiding onboard inspection class ROVs. Simplify-
ing underwater navigation for divers using a combined inertial 
and acoustic navigation package.
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Abstract
Lagrangian Drifters are small oceanic instrumentation devices that 
provide oceanographic surface data for use in climate research, oil 
spill tracking and rescue operations. These autonomous passive 
floating devices are low-cost, versatile and easily deployable. Drift-
er deployments can last for years and cover large oceanic regions, 
so autonomy is one of the main challenges related to their design. 
To reduce maintenance costs for battery replacement, several en-
ergy harvesting (EH) sources are being explored such as the kinet-
ic oscillatory movement of the waves [1]-[2].

Several studies report the parametric pendulum as a wave energy 
converter (WEC) system to harvest energy from the sea surface 
[3]. The main concept is that by exciting the pendulum’s pivot 
point with the vertical oscillation of the waves (z(t) in Fig. 1) and 
using the specific constructive parameters, complete rotations 
can be obtained ( in Fig. 1). However, this is not possible for all 
the combinations of excitation parameters. To obtain parametric 
oscillation in a pendulum WEC resulting in complete rotations, at 
least a pendulum’s natural frequency of twice the excitation fre-

quency is required. This leads to pendulum lengths of hundreds 
of meters, which is not realistic for drifter applications. To mitigate 
this issue, two solutions have been suggested. First, a N-pendulum 
is proposed in [4] which it can achieve low natural frequencies by 
adding multiple masses (mi) distributed around an array of pen-
dulum arms (li). This allows to keep the size of the device small. 
Second, the concept of reduced gravity is proposed in [5]. By tilting 
the vertical axis of the pendulum (α in Fig. 1), the effect of the grav-
ity is reduced according to the inclination of the pendulum’s axis.

The objective of this work was to optimize the WEC concept by 
using OrcaFlex dynamic simulations. An oceanic drifter as the one 
shown in Fig. 1 was modelled with an embedded N-pendulum with 
4 arms placed on a plane tilted α from the vertical. By tuning α, the 
relative rotation q between the drifter and the pendulum arm was 
optimized under wave excitation. Table 1 reports the drifter, pen-
dulum and environmental parameters used for this work.

Fig. 2 shows the accumulated q between the pendulum swing and 
the drifter in a 180 seconds simulation with a δt of 20 ms for differ-
ent α inclinations. The accumulated q gives an idea of how many 
turns the N-pendulum has made during the simulated period. The 
environmental conditions were maintained fixed for all simula-
tions, where m3 and l3 differ from the other pendulum’s lengths 
and masses.
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Fig. 1. N-pendulum Wave Energy Converter embedded on an oceanic drifter with the plane of the arms titled α from the vertical.

Environmental parameters Drifter parameters Pendulum parameters

Depth 20 m Diameter 0.2 m m1,2,4 0.032 kg

Water density 1027 kg/m3 Total mass 3.5 kg m3 0.029 kg

Temperature 17º Center of mass* 0.05 m l1,2,4 0.02 m

Wave height 5.1 m Horizontal inertia 0.0095 kg·m2 l3 0.01 m

Wave period 10 s Vertical inertia 0.0065 kg·m2 α Variable

Table 1. Environmental, Drifter and pendulum parameters used in OrcaFlex. *Distance taken from the center of the drifter.

Fig. 2. Accumulated θ in a 180 seconds simulation for different α inclinations. The dashed green line represents the simulated data and the solid brown line is a 
logarithmic trendline.

Observing the results, an increase in α influences the rotation of 
the pendulum relative to the drifter positively. In fact, for small 
alphas (pendulum plane orientated vertically) no appreciable ro-
tation is detected, and for large alphas (pendulum plane orien-
tated horizontally), the rotation achieved during 180 seconds of 
simulation reaches 34 complete turns.
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